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!-Introduction ; In futur machine such as ITER , the lower
hybrid wave (LHW) can be used [1] , first to ramp-up the current and
secondly as a mean to control the current profile . The scenario which
has been chosen is to drive only one part of the total current and
therefore the total LHW power PLH would be about 50 MW . To avoid
the absorption of the wave by the a particles the frequency fi_H has
been chosen around 5 GHz .

For a chosen N//o spectra main value the geometric periodicity A
of the waveguides if they are fed independantly with an incident wave
phase shift A* is given by :

- c
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with c the ligth speed . The total number of waveguides nw necessary to
inject the power, if the working mode is the TEio is given by :

nw ,
 PLH fLH
Pd . b . c

with b = A - e , e the thickness of the waveguides , and Pj the power
density . For Pd = 5 kW/cm2 , nw is greater than 1500 .

Due to the number of waveguides , the plasma thermal loading ,
the RF losses and the pulse duration (> 1000 s) the waveguides must be
water cooled . This 2 main problems oblige to simplify the antenna
without forgetting that the directivity , and the reflected power must be
optimized .

2-Present antenna : On present experiments such as JET , JT60
and Tore Supra , the antenna which was previously made of
indépendant waveguides was simplified by the use of multijunctions [2]
[3] [4] . The main principle is to split one waveguide in 2 in the E plane
[5] . The advantage is that the structure is simplified and that the
reflection coefficient at the mouth p is decreased to p2 at the input if
there is a 90 degrees phase shifter in one port . Suppose that Sy are the



terms of the scattering matrix of the multipole , port 1 is the input and
ports 2 and 3 are the output . Port 3 is the one with the phase shifter ,
then the reflection coefficient at the input pi can be given by :

P1=Sn + 2p2S2
12(S22+jS23)/(l-s!2P2-s!3P2)

which is depending on p2. The total electric field in the output port is
increased of a factor 1+p compared to a standard waveguide . The N//
spectra main value is then given by [6]:

N// = N//o[l + A«/N*o]
if N is the number of waveguides fed with the same source and with a

geometrical phase shifter of <|»o , A<6 is the incident wave phase shift
between each neighbouring sources . So it allows a certain flexibility in
N// but less than with indépendant waveguides .

3-Antenna using oversized waveguides : To simplify the
antenna the first idea is to use oversized waveguides . One can use
oversized waveguides in the toroidal direction and then split them into
N=2n waveguides . If the phase shift between each waveguide is 90 °
obtained from geometrical phase shifter , the division can be built by
setting multijunctions in series . If the plasma is homogeneous the
reflection coefficient p at the mouth is decreased to pN at the input . The
total electric field in the output waveguides is increased by a factor
(l+p)(l-«-p2)(l+p4)...(l+pN/2). The N// spectra can be changed as
previously if each oversized waveguide is fed by a different source .

The other way would be to use oversized waveguide in the
poloidal direction . Here 2 solutions can be considered . The first would
be to have oversized waveguide using the TEioJtiode un till the plasma .
That would work if the plasma is homogeneous in the poloidal direction
. If not one has to come back to standard waveguide at the mouth . In
that case it would be better to use TEnQ mode in the oversized part .
These 2 solutions allow a greater flexibility in N// than the previous
one but there is a limitation . If the cooling is placed on the short sides
of the waveguides the dimension of large size a of the oversized part is
limited by the difference of temperature ATmax from the middle of the
waveguide to the cooling system , then a must verify :

a2<8 t ATmax /A0 AQ-P(I -e-«)/(a+b)e
with P the power , a the attenuation factor , X the therm?! conductivity

, e the thickness of the wall , a and b the large and small size of the
waveguide . At 3.7 GHz , with copper waveguide the size a must be less
than 15 cm to have a temperature difference lower than 50 degrees .

Another solution is to use a hyperguide [7] which is fed by every
klystron . We would have a waveguide array as an emitter . The
hyperguide would work with high order mode . And the receiver would
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be a grill . The advantage of such a solution is that the mouth could be
assembled or removed easily from inside the machine , the inconvenient
is that the N// spectra is fixed by the geometry . But as in all the
previous solutions it would be better to have a grill made of 90 degrees
multijunctions in series in which only the TEiO mode propagates to
prevent resonances in the oversized part due to the reflection by the
plasma .

4-Quasi-optical antenna : The main other solution up to now is
to work in quasi optical system . The emitter can be an array of
waveguides . The power PB radiated in the far-field L>D2/X depending
on the angle of incidence 9 referenced to the perpendicular of the array,
with D dimension characteristic of the transmitter , X the wavelength
has been computed in [8] for an array of 6 x 8 waveguides radiating the
TEio mode and is given in (fig 1) . The angle of divergence in which
more than 70% of the power is radiated is around 20 degrees . It can be
improved by using Dolph Chebisheff method where each waveguide is
fed with a different amplitude . The transmission factor T between the
emitter and the receiver distant from L made of the same number of
waveguides is given in (fig 2) . The obtained transmission is low . That
can be improved by using circular corrugated waveguides working with
HEu mode and radiating a gaussian beam which is less divergent and
by putting the receiver in the near field of the emitter. The coupling to
the receiver can be enhanced by ̂  using oversized waveguides .

To enhance the system one can replace the grill by an array of
cylinders distant from d [9] . For an incident plane wave with a wave
number k and an angle of incidence a , the N// spectra main value is
given by :

f>
The reflection of one rod array is high due to the dimensions of the

cylinders and their periodicity for injecting the rigth spectra. Therefore
2 rows of cylinders are necessary to decrease the reflection to the
emitter . Then the reflection depends on the angle of incidence and the
distance between the 2 rows . The radiated spectra can be modified by
moving the angle of incidence .

5-Concliîsion : For next machine the concept of grill for LHW has
to be improved . The 2 main solutions up to now are to use oversized
waveguides on one side and quasi optical concept on the other . In the 2
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cases it would be better to have a system working only in transmission
preventing resonances due to reflection by the plasma . The choice
between the different solutions is a compromise between the simplicity
and the N// spectra flexibility , between the low reflection and an
increase of the total electric field due to resonances . Up to now the grill
made of waveguides has been relevant . To be implemented on futur
machine new concept must be studied and tested on nowadays
machines .
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